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Abstract 

Natural language processing (nlp) has made significant progress in recent years, allowing machines to 

understand and process human language to a great extent. However, this progress has not been evenly 

distributed, with some languages having fewer resources and smaller communities facing significant 

challenges in nlp. Azerbaijani is one such language that faces many challenges in nlp due to its complex 

morphology, limited resources, and lack of standardization. This paper provides an overview of the major 

nlp problems in azerbaijani, including text preprocessing, named entity recognition, text classification, 

language modeling, and machine translation. We review the existing literature and the latest techniques 

used to address these challenges, including rule-based and machine learning-based approaches. We also 

highlight the potential solutions and future directions that can further enhance the performance of nlp 

systems in azerbaijani language. The solutions include developing new resources such as annotated 

corpora, improving machine learning models, and exploring deep learning techniques. We conclude that 

further research and development are required to overcome the challenges in nlp for azerbaijani language 

and to promote its use in various applications, such as information retrieval, sentiment analysis, and 

machine translation. 
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Natural language processing (nlp) has become an increasingly important area of research in recent years. 

It involves developing algorithms and techniques for processing and analyzing natural language data, such 

as text and speech, with the aim of understanding and deriving meaning from it. With the proliferation of 

digital data, the need for effective nlp techniques has become more critical than ever. While there has been 

significant progress in nlp for many languages, there are still several challenges that need to be addressed, 

particularly for less-resourced languages like azerbaijani. Azerbaijani is a turkic language spoken by more 

than 30 million people worldwide, primarily in azerbaijan and iran. Despite its significance, there is 

relatively little work in the area of nlp for azerbaijani language. 

In this paper, we focus on exploring the various nlp problems that arise in azerbaijani language and 

discussing potential solutions. Specifically, we address the challenges of text preprocessing, named entity 

recognition, text classification, and language modeling for azerbaijani. We also examine the various 

machine learning approaches that have been applied to nlp problems in azerbaijani and their limitations. 

The paper is structured as follows: in the next section, we provide a brief overview of the related work in 

nlp for azerbaijani language. In section three, we discuss the challenges of text preprocessing, named entity 

recognition, text classification, and language modeling in azerbaijani. In section four, we review the various 

machine learning approaches that have been applied to nlp problems in azerbaijani. Finally, we conclude 

the paper in section five with a discussion of the key findings and future directions for nlp research in 

azerbaijani language. 

There has been limited research on natural language processing in azerbaijani language compared to other 

languages. However, the few studies that have been conducted have shed some light on the challenges 

faced by researchers in this area. 

In a study conducted by hasanov and suleymanova (2019), they identified the challenges of machine 

translation in azerbaijani, which include morphological complexity, word order, and the lack of language 

resources. They proposed a rule-based machine translation approach and achieved promising results in 

translating azerbaijani to english. 

In another study, abbasov et al. (2020) developed a named entity recognition (ner) system for azerbaijani 
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using conditional random fields (crf) algorithm. They reported a high accuracy of 96.7% for the recognition 

of person, location, and organization entities in azerbaijani texts. 

Text classification is another important area in nlp, and there have been some studies on this topic in 

azerbaijani language. In a recent study, jafarova et al. (2021) applied machine learning algorithms such as 

support vector machines (svm) and multinomial naive bayes (mnb) to classify azerbaijani texts into six 

categories: politics, culture, economics, society, sports, and science/technology. They achieved an accuracy 

of 92.5% with svm and 90.5% with mnb, indicating that machine learning approaches can be effective in 

text classification tasks in azerbaijani. 

Language modeling is also an important area in nlp, and there have been efforts to develop language models 

for azerbaijani language. In a recent study, mehdiyev et al. (2021) developed a language model for 

azerbaijani using the bert algorithm. They reported promising results in various nlp tasks such as sentiment 

analysis and named entity recognition. 

Overall, the existing research on nlp in azerbaijani language suggests that the language poses unique 

challenges due to its complex morphology and lack of language resources. However, machine learning 

approaches such as crf, svm, mnb, and bert have shown promising results in addressing these challenges. 

The azerbaijani language poses unique challenges for natural language processing due to its complex 

morphology, rich inflectional system, and limited resources for language processing. In this section, we 

discuss the major challenges in text preprocessing, named entity recognition, text classification, and 

language modeling in Azerbaijani. 

Text preprocessing 

Text preprocessing is a critical step in nlp tasks such as text classification, named entity recognition, and 

sentiment analysis. In azerbaijani, text preprocessing poses several challenges due to the complex 

morphology and rich inflectional system. Azerbaijani words can have multiple inflectional forms 

depending on their grammatical context, and these forms can be difficult to disambiguate. 

Another challenge in text preprocessing for azerbaijani is the lack of standardized spelling. Azerbaijani has 

two distinct writing systems, latin and cyrillic, and there is no official standard for spelling. This can lead 

to inconsistencies in text data and make it challenging to develop effective language models. 

Named entity recognition (ner) is a task of identifying and classifying named entities in text data. In 

azerbaijani, ner is particularly challenging due to the lack of annotated datasets and resources. There are 

few datasets available for training and testing ner models, and the existing datasets are often small and 

limited in scope. Additionally, azerbaijani has many multi-word named entities, such as place names and 

personal names, which can be difficult to detect and classify. 

Text Classification Is The Task Of Categorizing Text Data Into Predefined Categories. In Azerbaijani, Text 

Classification Is Challenging Due To The Lack Of Resources And Datasets For Training And Testing 

Language Models. The Limited Availability Of Labeled Data Makes It Difficult To Develop Accurate And 

Robust Text Classification Models. 

Another challenge in text classification for azerbaijani is the lack of standardized vocabulary. Azerbaijani 

has many dialects and regional variations, which can lead to inconsistencies in the use of vocabulary and 

terminology. This can make it challenging to develop effective language models for text classification. 

Language modeling is the task of predicting the likelihood of a sequence of words in a given language. In 

azerbaijani, language modeling is challenging due to the limited resources and lack of standardized spelling 

and vocabulary. The complex morphology and inflectional system of azerbaijani can also make it difficult 

to develop accurate and robust language models. 

Another challenge in language modeling for azerbaijani is the lack of large-scale text corpora. The limited 

availability of text data makes it difficult to train language models that can effectively capture the nuances 

and complexities of the language. 

Various machine learning approaches have been applied to nlp problems in azerbaijani. These approaches 
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include rule-based systems, traditional statistical models, and deep learning models. In this work, we have 

discussed various machine learning approaches that have been applied to nlp problems in azerbaijani. 

Rule-based systems rely on pre-defined rules to extract information from text. These systems can be 

effective for simple tasks such as tokenization, but they can be limited in their ability to handle complex 

language structures and large datasets. Traditional statistical models, such as hidden markov models 

(hmms) and conditional random fields (crfs), have been widely used for nlp tasks in azerbaijani. These 

models rely on statistical patterns in the data to make predictions. While these models can be effective for 

certain tasks, they may struggle to capture more complex relationships in the data. 

More recently, deep learning models have gained popularity in nlp research for Azerbaijani language. 

These models use neural networks to learn patterns in the data and make predictions. Recurrent neural 

networks (rnns) and convolutional neural networks (cnns) are commonly used for text classification and 

named entity recognition tasks in Azerbaijani. 

One challenge with deep learning models is that they require large amounts of annotated data to train 

effectively. As there is a lack of annotated data available for azerbaijani language, transfer learning 

techniques have been explored to overcome this challenge. Transfer learning involves training a model on 

a large dataset in a similar language and then fine-tuning it on a smaller dataset in azerbaijani. This approach 

has been shown to be effective in improving the performance of deep learning models in nlp tasks for 

Azerbaijani. 

Conclusion 

Azerbaijani nlp research has seen significant progress in recent years, but there are still many challenges 

that need to be addressed, particularly in the areas of text preprocessing, named entity recognition, text 

classification, and language modeling. Machine learning approaches, including rule-based, statistical, and 

deep learning methods, have been applied to nlp problems in azerbaijani. However, the lack of large 

annotated datasets remains a major obstacle in developing robust nlp models. There is a need for larger and 

more diverse datasets for Azerbaijani nlp, as well as investigation into the transferability of models trained 

on other turkic languages. Additionally, research on low-resource nlp methods, such as unsupervised and 

semi-supervised learning, can also be explored to address the data scarcity issue. The development of nlp 

technology for azerbaijani language has the potential to greatly benefit the azerbaijani-speaking population 

and facilitate communication and knowledge sharing in this important language.Azerbaijani nlp, 

particularly with researchers working on other turkic languages. 

The development of nlp technology for azerbaijani language has the potential to greatly benefit the 

azerbaijani-speaking population and facilitate communication and knowledge sharing in this important 

language. There is still much work to be done, however, and future research should focus on addressing 

the challenges that remain in azerbaijani nlp and developing applications that can support language 

learning, information retrieval, and machine translation for Azerbaijani 
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